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New Materialisms abstracts 

 

New Materialisms (I): “The Politics of the New Materialisms” 

Chair: Caroline Williams 

Thursday 14:15-15:15 WIN 0-05 

 

Historical Materialism Contra New Materialism 

Simon Choat 

 

Over the past decade or so, the work of a diverse range of thinkers, including Jane Bennett, 

Manuel De Landa, and Graham Harman, has been grouped together under the label ‘new 

materialism’. Inspired in part by the work of Gilles Deleuze, Bruno Latour, and Quentin 

Meillassoux, the new materialists have sought to move social and political theory beyond the 

limits of human subjectivity, language, and thought by rethinking our notions of matter and 

materiality. Drawing (or claiming to draw) upon developments in the sciences, they propose 

to replace the notion of a passive, inert matter with the concept of an active, creative 

materiality. On this basis they have developed social and political analyses which take into 

account the agency of non-human actors (or ‘actants’). Many new materialists have framed 

their work as an alternative to historical materialism: instead of analysing the structural 

constraints on human action, they argue, we should explore the material agency of the non-

human agents and assemblages that inhabit and surround us. 

In this paper I challenge some of the assumptions, claims, and consequences of new 

materialism from a historical materialist perspective. In particular, I argue for a more critical 

engagement with science, an alternative conceptualisation of agency, and a historically 

aware and emancipatory approach to politics. In short, I argue for a historical materialism in 

place of the revamped vitalism of new materialism. 

 

Two Routes from the Correlate 

Paul Rekret 

 

Under the influence of thinkers including Quentin Meillassoux, Bruno Latour, François 

Laruelle, and Gilles Deleuze, several important new movements have recently emerged in 

social theory. Variously labelled ‘speculative realism’, ‘actor-network theory’, ‘object-

oriented-ontology’, or simply ‘new materialism’, these movements all reject the reduction of 

theoretical questions to the relation between human and world (what Meillassoux has called 

‘correlationism’). They seek to move the scope of theory beyond the limits of human 

subjectivity, language, thought, and belief, towards speculation about an external world 
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independent of them. Yet the political implications of these new materialisms, and in 

particular, their relationship to the social, political, and economic logics of contemporary 

capitalism, remain in question and the source of fruitful debate. While speculative in nature, 

this paper seeks to investigate the political implications of new materialisms. In particular, it 

seeks to map two broad yet distinct polemical and methodological strategies, exemplified by 

Meillassoux and Latour, by which the ‘correlationist’ limits of theory are superseded. It then 

seeks to compare and contrast the political implications of both theoretical strategies, 

particularly in terms of theory’s capacity to reflect upon its conditions and in terms of the 

question of agency. 
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WIN 0-05 – New Materialisms (II): “Permeable Boundaries” 

Chair: Edwina Attlee 

Thursday 15:45-17:15 WIN 0-05 

 

Institutional Boundaries and Becoming 

Greg Tourville 

 

Institutionalist theory has difficulty reconciling the facts that institutions reproduce 

themselves, change gradually, and have moments of major change. Pragmatist 

institutionalists, such as Christopher Ansell, improved on previous conceptualizations of 

institutions by focusing more on the material foundations of institutions, but they both fall 

short and give too much agency to human agents. To deal with these issues, I intervene by 

applying and significantly extending Mark Hansen’s idea of system--‐environment hybrids to 

institutions. This idea is a twist on autopoiesis – it posits cognitive boundaries of individuals 

are multiple, heterogeneous and created through the extension of cognition through 

technologies and institutions. Working from this framework, I propose that an institution is 

comprised of the people who hold it as part of their boundary. This entails that institutions 

are entirely material things that can shift and change each time its constituent people 

change. Since human cognition never uses only one institution, but instead always uses an 

assemblage of institutions and technologies, institutions cannot be conceived of as 

autonomous things. I posit that institutions themselves can be thought of as system—

environment  hybrids that have other institutions and technologies as part of their own plural 

boundaries and function in a distributed manner. This implies that institutions are co—

constitutive and consequently engage in a complex form of mutual support, reproduction, 

and becoming. By relating structural boundaries and becoming, my theory is able to account 

for the recalcitrance of institutions, various forms of institutional change and reproduction, 

the idea that institutions must be understood to be material things, and the concept that 

institutions only allow for a very particular type of agency.     

 

The Ubiquitous Window 

Delfina Fantini van Ditmar 

 

Our surrounding and ICT (Information, Communications and Technology) is fused 

generating new spatiotemporalities. As Paul Virilio points out, our society is characterized by 

being highly dependent on bit-seconds instead of distance. This transparency of distance 

renews not only the physical appearances of materials but also the morphological and 

architectonic configuration of human environment. Speed as the vector of the electronic 

representation, allowed us to transform the physical space into an informational space. In 

this way, instantaneity of ubiquity results in the atopia (a + topos, "no place") of a singular 
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surface generating an imbalance of direct information of our senses and the mediated 

information of advance technologies: From the object to its figure, from form to image (Virilio, 

1991). A device often mediates our interaction with the city. Characterized by instantaneity, 

the digital and the physical overlay. Although historically built environments were almost 

always covered with ornament, texts (for instance, shop signs), and images (fresco 

paintings, icons, sculptures, etc), the phenomenon of the dynamic multimedia information in 

these environments is new (Manovic, 2006). In relation to the screens that surround us, 

according to Manovic, although screens are only windows of limited dimensions positioned 

inside the physical space of the viewer, we are supposed to completely concentrate on what 

is seen in this window, focusing attention on the representation and disregarding the 

physical space outside. When the projected image does not precisely coincide with the 

screen's boundaries: it disrupts the illusion, making us conscious of what exists outside the 

representation. This paper attempts to shed light on this telematic context, which opens a 

space for new ways of interaction with our surrounding environment. 

Manovic, Lev. The Poetics of Augmented Space. Visual Communication : 219-240, 2006.  

Virilio, Paul. Lost Dimension. Semiotext, 1991.  

 

Internet Topologies and Network Immanence  

Hannah Gregory 

 

"Il n'y a pas de hors-text"/ "There is no outside--‐of--‐the--‐text", writes Derrida in Of 

Grammatology. In this paper I will interrogate the updated statement: "There is no outside of 

the network", in order to consider the ways in which we conceptualise and experience the 

space and context of the internet. I will present an idea of network immanence, pertinent 

given the prevalence of connection and the pervasion of digital culture. The internet is 

defined and designed as a topological space, in this sense distinct from the Cartesian space 

of lived coordinates; on a formal level, it is a graph of nodes and interconnected lines 

(vertices and edges). Yet the physical infrastructure of the internet also appears in lived 

space in the data centres, servers and optic fibre networks that carry its signals and store its 

data. Meanwhile, the implications of the internet's topological connections re carried into 

Cartesian space through ourvery interactions with them. Our conceptualisation of what 

seems to be the abstract space of the internet is frequently described in immaterial terms, 

through metaphors of "cyberspace" (coined by science fiction writer, William Gibson), by 

spatial signifiers like "sites", or ephemeral entities like the cloud". We may consider 

ourselves navigating a “virtual” world accessed by the portholes of our screens. This 

linguistic conceptualisation neglects the permeations of the digital realm across reality: how 

then might we overcome such a dichotomy? Via recent discussions of digital dualism, a term 

coined by Nathan Jurgenson that refers to and is critical of a perceived split between the 

“real” and the online, I will consider how we might move on from oppositional metaphors,1 

towards ideas of immanence. Deleuze's idea of a "plane of immanence" will be productive in 

order to understand the network as a plane we exist within but also upon and through.2 

Deleuze’s immanence is characterized by relations f “in”, rather than  to”, emphasizing 
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connections between relations, rather than forms f separation.3 Dissolving dichotomies f 

online/offline, inside/outside, digital/physical may allow us o come to understand 

phenomenological experiences in the developed world in terms of network immanence, 

whereby all is connected. I will though speak from a critical position that questions whether 

such dissolution of hysical/digital categories is realistic, or desirable.  

 

1 after Lakoff & Johnson's Metaphors We Live By. 2Deleuze, What is Philosophy?, London: Verso, 1994, 

35. 3 Williams, James, Immanence’ in The Deleuze Dictionary, Edinburgh: Edinburgh Univ. Press, 2008, 

126. 
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New Materialisms (III): “Aesthetics” 

Chair: Edwina Attlee 

Friday 9:30-11:00 WIN 0-02 

 

Aesthetics as an Assemblage of Bio-Epistemic Processes 

Claudia Mongini 

 

Abstract TBC 

 

Cinema and Its Black Boxes: Six Devices for the Hand and Eye 

Eliza Cushman Rose 

 

Working concurrently but independently in the 1970s, the Polish filmmakers Julian Antonisz 

and Jozef Robakowski manipulated the optical habits of their viewers and retrained them to 

read film at close-range, bypassing sight and stimulating instead the sense of touch. 

Antonisz developed a method for producing film for the blind by encoding images directly 

onto celluloid film according to an algorithm that converted the gray scale to a gradient of 

roughness. Robakowski worked in the reverse direction but produced compatible results. He 

took up photography as a means for bringing the invisible to light. His series "Astral 

Photography" (1972) is an ultrasound for phenomena inaccessible to the eye. Robakowski's 

neo-Dadaist, pseudoscientific methods generate images of tumors lurking within our opaque 

anatomies, contagious diseases, and abstract qualities such as a state of intoxication, good 

will, and the sensation of pain. 

Working within the political parameters of the People’s Republic of Poland, Robakowski and 

Antonisz rigorously embedded their artistic practices within their mechanical equipment: a 

range of black boxes from the camera to the darkroom to the movie house. But they were 

also grasping at a return to the handheld, the local, portable and easy-to-assemble. With one 

foot planted inside Poland’s studio system and the other foot (or perhaps a hand) dangling 

outside, these artists’ repurposing of technology in support of a new sensibility runs 

strangely alongside and counter to the artistic mandates of their time. 

Cinema and its Black Boxes is an imagined dialogue between these two contemporaries by 

way of cataloging six devices they invented and employed, in jest and in earnest. Pulling 

back the thread of these devices, we can recover linkages between the careers of these 

artists who dissolved the thin foil separating the field of visibility from all that is excluded from 

its range. The paper draws from Jacques Derrida’s book On Touching: Jean-Luc Nancy 

together with Deleuze and Guattari’s reassessment of his terms in A Thousand Plateaus. 

Robakowski and Antonisz both undermine the hierarchy of the senses by cultivating a new 
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sensibility that would be both optical and tactile, approaching the “haptic aesthetics” that 

Deleuze and Guattari call for in A Thousand Plateaus. 

 

Translation: Object/Text/Object 

Conor Wilson & Amanda Game 

 

Translation: Object/Text/Object is proposed as a short, 20 minute performance, for the 

Topology strand, which will use moving image as a backdrop to readings/actions as a way of 

illuminating the question of topology from the perspective of exhibition making in physical 

space and its impact on embodied thinking and aesthetic experience.  

The potential value of this enquiry rested in each individual's understanding, rooted in 

experience, that exhibitions represent a unique confluence of different forms of language as 

experienced in physical space  - words; images; objects; sound; light; moving images, live 

conversations - all of which intersect to create an experience which can be responded to not 

only through our logical-mathematical intelligence, but all our different bodily and emotional 

intelligences, as articulated by Howard Gardner. 

We were not merely troubling the authority of the word in this enquiry, but trying to reach a 

deeper understanding of how skilful attentiveness to all elements of the exhibition space - its 

physical qualities and its objects and the human presence ; its words, people and things - 

could increase the probability of aesthetic experience - taking the latter to mean, in this 

instance, an increased awareness of the human impact on space and objects.   Ruth Little, 

Associate Director of Cape Farewell, usefully defines her sense of the aesthetic as the 

opposite to anaesthetic.  A good example of  how the power of crafting language can unlock 

meaning in an economical and dynamic way.    

We cannot give a detailed proposal, as there will be a deliberately improvised quality to the 

work. 
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New Materialisms (IV): “Thinking Materiality: Finitude, Freedom, Nature” 

Chair: Matt Mahon 

Friday 16:00-17:30 ABF003 

 

Dialogues with Biology  

Camilla Royle 

New materialists have challenged dualisms between the living and non-living. Things, 

whether living or otherwise, are not solely objects for human dominance. They are inventive, 

volatile and in possession of a liveliness of their own. Things do not act as individuals; 

agency is dispersed as a property of networks. Many also see the social and natural worlds 

as irrevocably intertwined- nature is an aspect of the social from the start. Many biologists 

would recognise such concerns as symptomatic of a dialectical way of thinking – but this is 

the dialectics of David Harvey rather than Hegel. Few life scientists would attempt to find 

evidence of the three laws made famous by Engels in The Dialectics of Nature. Instead, 

dialectics emphasises the need for biological systems to be dynamic and – in contrast to 

reductionist orthodoxy – the existence of emergent properties at different levels of analysis. 

The role of agency is a related concern. Levins and Lewontin argue that the organism is an 

active subject, able to self-construct and play a role in choosing its own environment rather 

than a passive site of interaction of genes and environment. Such natural scientists are 

committed to engaging with the substance of things. The problem with existing materialisms 

is they are not material enough. The paper aims to draw attention to the similarities between 

new materialist approaches and the work of dialectical biologists, two approaches often 

assumed to be antithetical.  

Keywords: dialectics of nature, new materialism(s), agency, emergence, radical/Marxist 

biology 

 

Politics of Materiality  

Maria Dada 

 

In Heidegger’s Who is Nietzsche’s Zarathustra he states, “The earthly – Earth and all that 

pertains to her – is that which properly ought not to be”.  What he is referring to is our ill will 

against the transient, the perishing.  Like Nietzsche he claims that this ill will is a 

consequence of our finitude and the fact that we are fundamentally injured by time.  Our 

inevitable death ensures that we are always repulsed by everything material.  Plato refers to 

this transient non-being, the earthly, as me on.   

How can we push our political thinking towards that which repulses us, the transient 

material, that which is me on? 
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Heidegger refers to me on in many of his writings on Plato, Aristotle and Nietzsche.  It 

appears as non-being understood in relation to being, as less being, the transient, as 

opposed to ouk on, non-being as nothing.  As being hides itself, it is both being and me on. 

Therefore me on is the not that is inscribed within being itself.  As such it is at the heart of 

Heidegger’s concept of aletheia, the coming out of hiding of being, as the lethe, the hiding or 

the forgetting.  It is the me on, the transiency, inscribed in being which corresponds directly 

to the repulsion of the material. 

This paper will attempt to trace the ontological origin of the hatred for the material and show 

that it is only though our continual questioning of me on that we can begin to account for a 

true politics of materiality. 

 

Transcendental Materialism 

Tom O’Shea 

 

This paper proposes a schema for understanding the relationship between materialism and 

freedom. In doing so, it develops a form of transcendental materialism implicit in the work of 

Ray Brassier and Mark Fisher, which takes the deep structures of cognition and experience 

to be malleable. One of the goals of Promothean Marxism is to develop technologies for 

actively reshaping these psychic structures rather than letting them be passively moulded by 

the social and physical ecologies we happen to find ourselves embedded in. 

This opens up the possibility of thinking about political emancipation as an engineering 

project which works on the material substrate of human beings. What is left unanswered is 

how such a project should be oriented.  

I will argue that what is needed is a devitalised conception of freedom which substitutes 

determination by biological necessity for a recursive series of rational necessities. In order to 

realise this form of rationalist autonomy, continual revision to the structure of the self is 

needed which will allow us to recalibrate our actions in light of new normative horizons which 

come into view; and this, in turn, requires continual revision to the structure of the world 

which constitutes these selves. I shall suggest that Marx's conception of nature as "the 

inorganic body of man" provides the necessary frame for conceptualising this process. 
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  Thursday, 6th June  
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9:45 
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      Break       
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      Lunch       
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